The distortion effects of the post-collision interaction on argon L 2,3 M 2,3 M 2,3 Auger-electron lineshapes have been calculated for 300 eV, 500 eV and 2 keV electron impact inner-shell ionization. The calculations were based on the model of Kuchiev and Sheinerman (Kuchiev M Yu and Sheinerman S A 1987 Sov. Phys.-Tech. Phys. 32 879) applying our cross section data for secondary electrons, determined by a classical trajectory Monte Carlo method and in addition a continuum distorted wave method for 2 keV. The asymmetry parameters of the calculated peak shapes have been examined as a function of the projectile energy and the Auger emission angle and for some cases compared with our previous experimental results.
Introduction
The lineshapes of Auger electrons are influenced by their Coulomb interaction with scattered projectiles and electrons ejected in the preceding inner-shell ionization. This interaction is known as post-collision interaction (PCI) and has been widely studied in the last three decades. The existing theories successfully describe the dynamics of PCI in ion-atom collision (Kuchiev and Sheinerman 1988, Barrachina and Macek 1989) . However, the theory showed significant disagreement with experimental results, especially in backward Auger-electron emission angles. This failure has recently been corrected by including a more realistic account on the effect of ionized electrons, which significantly improved the agreement between theory and experiment. In this work we apply this method to investigate Auger emission in an electron-atom ionizing collision, where the three electrons (projectile, ejected and Auger electron) leave the collision, often with comparable velocities. Only the diagram Auger electron conditions are investigated, namely, one vacancy is created in an inner shell leaving the other levels unchanged. Moreover, we only consider the effect of the projectile electron and the effect of electrons ejected from the inner shell in determining the PCI-induced energy shift and lineshape distribution of the diagram Auger electron. With additional inclusion of autoionization and shake-off electrons, the whole PCI process becomes too complicated (see for example Aksela et al 1997) to be successfully described by current theories.
The main influence of the PCI effect on the Auger electron spectra is distortion of the lineshapes. Accordingly the Auger lineshapes carry information about the energy and angular distributions of electrons ejected during inner-shell ionization. Therefore the various models for describing these electrons can be tested by the accurate measurements of these lineshapes in non-coincident measurements.
Our measurements of PCI distortion of the argon L 2,3 M 2,3 M 2,3 Auger electron lines have been published earlier in comparison with theoretical calculations (Sheinerman et al 1994) based on semi-empirical models. In those models the ionization process was assumed to be isotropic in angles, so the angular dependence of PCI could not be examined at all. Apart from this fact, a good qualitative agreement between the experimental and theoretical data was found. In this work we extend the previous calculations and determine the angular-dependent PCI effect on the spectral lines. In our pilot work (Paripás et al 2000) the required energy and angular distributions of secondary electrons were obtained by the classical trajectory Monte Carlo (CTMC) method. In this work the extension of our previous CTMC calculations and the continuum distorted wave method (CDW) are applied to represent the cross section data for secondary electrons. Using a more precise angular-and energy-dependent differential ionization cross section, a proper angular-dependent PCI-induced Auger-lineshape distortion was found. According to our expectation, the angular dependences are also very sensitive to the impact energy. We present results of Auger electron lineshapes distorted by PCI at 300, 500 and 2 keV electron impact and 3.6 MeV antiproton impact at inner-shell ionization. Our numerical results are compared with previous experimental data.
Method and calculation procedure
In this paper we consider the Ar 2p 3/2 -shell ionization by electron impact and the subsequent Auger transition:
After the Auger decay of the intermediate ionic state Ar + * there are four charged particles in the final state: the scattered electron e − sc , the ejected electron e − ej , the Auger electron e − A and the target ion Ar 2+ . The relative velocity vectors of these three electrons and the spherical coordinates used are shown in figure 1. Here the PCI causes an energy exchange between the electrons that participate in the inner-shell ionization process (the scattered projectile and the ejected electron) and the Auger electron, emitted during the decay of the inner-shell ionic state. The energy exchange distorts the energy distribution of the Auger electrons, resulting in an asymmetric Auger-peak shape and a ε energy shift of the peak maximum. 
Peak shapes at fixed kinematics (coincidence experiments)
The distorted lineshape is theoretically known (Kuchiev and Sheinerman 1989) when the collision kinematics is entirely fixed, i.e. the ϑ sc and ϑ ej polar angles, the ϕ sc and ϕ ej azimuthal angles and the E ej energy are fixed. This condition can be fulfilled in triplecoincidence experiments only. According to the energy conservation E sc is always fixed:
, where E p is the primary electron energy and E i is the ionization energy of ArL 3 (E i ∼ 250 eV).
In the above conditions the distorted lineshape in the eikonal approximation is described as follows (Kuchiev and Sheinerman 1989) :
where
Here y c (ε) is the electron intensity at relative energy ε, L is the natural line width, E is the energy of the Auger electron, E 0 is its unperturbed value and y 0 c is a constant at a given kinematics. The k(ξ, ε) function represents the distortion of the Auger line. The asymmetry parameter ξ is determined by the collision kinematics
where v sc and v ej are the speeds of the scattered projectile and the ejected electrons in the laboratory frame, while v scA and v ejA are the corresponding velocities with respect to the Auger electron. The velocities are measured in atomic units. The ε energy shift of the Auger peak maximum can also be calculated from this parameter
Peak shapes in single measurements (non-coincidence experiments)
In single measurements, however, the above equations cannot be used directly, because the scattered projectile and the ejected electrons are not detected. Only the Auger electron spectrum is detected from a given direction, therefore only the ε and ϑ A variables are given. In this case we have to use the average of the different possible distortion functions. This average can be calculated by the integration over the non-measured ϑ sc , ϑ ej , ϕ sc , ϕ ej and E ej quantities, weighting by the corresponding differential cross sections and dividing by the total cross section. For this calculation the ϕ sc and ϕ ej azimuthal angles are not suitable quantities, because at the instance of ionization the Auger emission half plane is yet undetermined. However the angle between the scattering and ionization half planes is determined, therefore the ϕ = ϕ sc − ϕ ej relative azimuthal angle is a proper quantity. Using the above procedure, the k(ξ, ε) average distortion function is
Here the σ t i is the total cross section of the creation of the inner-shell ionic state and the (d 4 σ i )/(dϑ sc dϑ ej d ϕ dE ej ) differential cross section concerns the electrons emitted or scattered during the creation. And finally, the Auger lineshape measured in non-coincident measurements is
where y 0 nc is a constant at a given ϑ A Auger detection angle. We remark that the eikonal approximation cannot be used when the v A vector is nearly equal to v sc or v ej , i.e. when the Auger electron interacts strongly with the scattered projectile or the ejected electron during its motion. However this angular-energy range is very small compared with the total range, so in the circumstances considered the use of the more precise quantum mechanical formula gives the same results (Sheinerman et al 1994) .
Cross section calculations by the CTMC method
The main difficulty in the determination of the differential cross sections is that many-body interactions have to be taken into account for an accurate description. This behaviour is significant for electron impact where the projectile trajectory is spread in the three-dimensional space and cannot be taken into account as a straight-line trajectory as for heavy-projectile impact. Therefore, the success of various approaches strongly depends on their ability to describe the many-body characteristics of the collision. The CTMC method has been successful in dealing with the ionization processes in ion-atom collisions for light-projectile impact (Schultz 1989 , Schultz et al 1991 , 1992 , Tőkési and Kövér 2000 . One of its main advantages is that all interactions among the particles can be taken into account exactly during the collision within the framework of the classical dynamics. The calculations were performed at 300, 500 and 2000 eV primary energies for electron impact and 3.6 MeV primary energy for antiproton impact, where the antiproton velocity is equal to the projectile electron velocity at 2000 eV. These energies covered the experimental data and they represent the following energy regions:
The CTMC method is a nonperturbative method, where classical equations of motion are solved numerically (Abrines and Percival 1966 , Olson and Salop 1977 , Tőkési and Hock 1994 , Tőkési et al 1997 . In this paper the CTMC simulations were made using the three-body approximation, i.e. the many-electron target atom was replaced by a one-electron atom. The three particles are the projectile, an atomic active electron (2p) and the remaining argon ion. The argon ion (including the other electrons) is represented by a model potential developed by Green (1973) , which is based on Hartree-Fock calculations
where z is the nuclear charge and
The interaction between the active target electron and the projectile is a pure Coulomb one. The initial parameters of an individual collision are chosen at relatively large internuclear separation from the collision centre, where the interactions among the particles are negligible. These parameters are selected in a similar way as described by Reinhold and Falcon (1986) for non-coulombic systems. A microcanonical ensemble characterizes the initial state of the target. The initial conditions were set from this ensemble, which is constrained to an initial binding energy of Ar(2p) 9.17 au. A three-body, three-dimensional CTMC calculation is performed as described by Olson and Salop (1977) . Given the initial parameters, the Newton equations of motion were integrated with respect to time as independent variable by the standard RungeKutta method until the real exit channels were obtained. As a result of integration, the final energy and scattering angles (polar and azimuthal) of the projectile and the ionized electron were recorded. In this calculation the total numbers of primary histories were 2 × 10 7 for 300 eV, 1.0 × 10 7 for 500 eV and 1.5 × 10 7 for 2 keV electron impact and 1.0 × 10 7 for antiproton impact. The triple differential cross sections were computed using the following formula:
The standard deviation for a cross section is given by
In the above-listed equations N is the total number of trajectories calculated for impact parameters less than b max , N i is the number of trajectories that satisfies the criteria for ionization and b (i) j is the actual impact parameter for the trajectory corresponding to the ionization process under consideration in the energy interval E ej of the ejected electrons and the emission angle interval ej of the electron and the emission angle interval sc of the projectile.
Cross section calculations by the CDW method
The continuum distorted wave with eikonal initial state (CDW-EIS) model, introduced by Crothers and McCann (1983) , relies on the form
of the initial and χ (Stolterfoht et al 1987) . Recently the CDW-EIS model was generalized by Gulyás et al (1995) , where the bound and continuum states of the target were obtained by solving numerically the Schrödinger equation with the Hamiltonian for a given single-particle potential. In this way the initial and final orbitals of the target are, by definition, orthogonal, which was not the case in the previous applications (Fainstein et al 1988) .
The transition amplitude as a function of impact parameter b can be expressed as
and the cross sections for ejecting an electron to the continuum with energy E ej and in the direction ϑ ej , ϕ ej are obtained by
3. Results and discussion
Calculated Auger lineshapes
Applying the cross section data, calculated using the methods given above, the lineshape calculations were performed by the SCILAB 2.5 computer code. The integrals according to equation (5) were calculated by an 'intsplin' method, that creates the cross section data at the necessary points from the non-equidistant CTMC cross section data by a 'spline' interpolation. At the end of the calculation process we have the k(ξ, ε) average distortion functions and y nc (ε) non-coincident Auger lineshapes in numerical form. These lineshapes, calculated from the CTMC cross section data at the three different primary energies at ϑ A = 90
• , are shown in figure 2 .
The use of the numerical k(ξ, ε) average distortion function-which is not known in analytical form-would be complicated and difficult for evaluation of Auger spectra. However in our previous works (Paripás et al 1997 , Kleiman et al 1999 we applied the k(ξ, ε) distortion function, given by equation (2), with success for the evaluation of single (noncoincidence) experimental Auger spectra. This means that in our measuring conditions the k(ξ, ε) average distortion function is well approachable with a k(ξ , ε) function, where ξ is an average asymmetry parameter. Later on this parameter does not have the physical meaning according to equation (3); during the fitting procedure it is one of the adjustable parameters, similar to the y 0 c , E 0 and L parameters. The fitting procedure of the numerically obtained lines was identical to the evaluation of experimental spectra, which is based on the χ 2 minimization program EWA, that has been developed in ATOMKI (Végh 1995) . Obviously, the k(ξ, ε) average distortion function cannot be exactly described by the analytical formula (2), which is valid for coincidence experiments. So even at the best fit there are systematic differences between the non-coincidence y nc (ε) and the fitted coincidence y c (ε) lineshapes, although these are hardly perceptible ones, as can be seen in figure 3. In principle there is an easier way to find an average asymmetry parameter, 
We have performed these calculations and found a strong correlation between ξ and ξ a , but ξ a is always greater; the relation is ξ a = 1.26(4)ξ . In other words, the Auger peak asymmetry in a non-coincident experiment is smaller than the average of the peak asymmetries in the corresponding coincident experiments. This behaviour is well understood, because the integration of equation (5) not only composes the average asymmetry but spreads the peak in energy because of the changing ε energy shift of its maximum. Then the wider peak has a smaller asymmetry. At the best fit the fitted fit L parameter of a non-coincident Auger peak is always greater than the L natural line width of the Auger transition ( fit L 1.1 L ). In figure 3 we show the peak shape also with the ξ a and L values, that is visibly a worse approach, particularly on the low-energy side. Therefore the ξ average asymmetry parameters, obtained at the best fit of the calculated Auger peak shape, will be subsequently used to characterize the peak asymmetry. Then the comparison of the Auger lineshapes in different conditions means the comparison of the obtained ξ values. Moreover the use of ξ gives an opportunity for the comparison of the calculations with the experiments, since the same fitting procedure is used in both cases. 
Energy and angular dependence of peak asymmetry
Applying the CTMC cross section data we calculated the lineshapes of argon L 2,3 M 2,3 M 2,3 Auger electrons emitted at 15
• angles with respect to the primary electron beam having 300 eV, 500 eV and 2 keV energies. Then-following the above method-we obtained the ξ average asymmetry parameters from the numeric lineshapes. The results and the comparison with the experimental data are given in table 1.
As seen, the obtained ξ values are negative numbers in every combination because of the dominating −1/v ej term in equation (3). We remark that in a previous paper we used the signs in the equations in a different manner, resulting just in opposite signs (but the same magnitudes) for the peak asymmetry. In the table-for the sake of comparison-we used the negative sign in this case also, that corresponds to our equations (1) dependence of the peak asymmetry is very substantial; it is decreased by a factor of more than three in the 300 eV-2 keV primary electron energy range. At low primary energies (300 and 500 eV) the agreement between theory and experiment is remarkably good, at least at ϑ A = 90
• , where experimental data are available. In our previous work we extracted very similar asymmetry values from the peak shapes of Sheinerman et al (1994) , that were based on quite different cross section data. We can conclude that the ξ parameter is not very sensitive to the (d 4 σ i )/(dϑ sc dϑ ej d ϕ dE ej ) differential cross sections in this energy range. On the other hand at the 2 keV primary energy there is a significant difference (≈25%) between the calculated and experimentally obtained peak asymmetries. This will be discussed in detail later.
Regarding the angular dependence of the ξ average asymmetry parameters we found that these are larger at larger emission angles at all primary energies (figure 4). This behaviour is qualitatively well understood from the fact that the scattered electrons-especially at higher projectile energies-can be found mainly in the forward direction. For small ϑ A values the v scA relative velocities are smaller, resulting in a smaller absolute value of ξ , given by equation (3). The v scA relative velocity must considerably depend on ϑ A when the speeds of the Auger electron (v A ) and the scattered electron (v sc ) have the same magnitude. This is mostly fulfilled at 500 eV primary energy, so it is easy to understand that the maximum of the angular dependence of the peak asymmetry was found at 500 eV (it is approximately 20% between 15
• and 90 • ). At 2 keV it is generally true that v sc v A and v ej v A (U-shaped energy-distribution of secondary electrons), therefore the relative velocities do not depend so strongly on ϑ A . This results in a lower angular dependence of ξ (≈8%). Near threshold (at 300 eV) it is strictly true that v sc , v ej v A . In consequence ξ , i.e. the peak asymmetry, practically does not depend (<2%) on ϑ A . At 2 keV, where reliable experimental data are available in the entire angular range and where a discrepancy was found between theory and experiment at ϑ A = 90
• , we examined the angular dependence of the peak asymmetry in detail: namely, we separated the effect of the ejected electron and the scattered projectile and we even extended our calculations to the CDW method and used other projectiles (antiproton). The velocity of the antiproton projectile was equivalent to the 2 keV electrons (it is fulfilled at 3.6 MeV) in that it was not notably reduced during the collision process. Since the CDW method does not reconcile with the deflection of the projectile, strictly speaking it is not appropriate for light projectiles, such as electrons. Nevertheless, the distribution of the low-energy ejected electrons obtained for antiproton projectiles is a good approach for electron projectiles too because here the effect of the mass of the projectile is negligible. On the other hand the assumption of undeflected scattered electrons (this is made in the CDW method) is very doubtful.
The results, shown in figure 5, partly confirm our preconception that the angular dependence of the ξ average asymmetry parameter is caused mainly by the scattered projectiles. When only the ejected electrons are taken into account the CTMC-and the CDW-based calculations result in an opposite (although very weak) angular dependence. The reason for this is that the two models provide opposite angular dependence of the cross sections for ejected electrons having a maximum at ϑ A = 0
• and 90
• , respectively. The consideration of the scattered projectiles increases or even changes (CDW) the angular dependence of the peak asymmetry, resulting in a similar type of distribution to the experimental one. The increase of angular dependence is mainly caused by the decrease of the peak asymmetry at the forward angles where v scA is generally less than v sc . In principle even at ϑ A 0
• it may occur that v scA ≈ 0, i.e. the velocity vectors of the scattered and Auger electrons are nearly equal in both magnitude and direction. These cases, however, are rather rare ones, so they cannot effectively reduce the average asymmetry parameter values near ϑ A = 90
• . (At least for swift projectiles (at 2 keV), because of the close ionization threshold (at 300 eV) v scA is always greater than v sc , therefore the scattered projectiles increase the peak asymmetry at every Auger emission angle.) The reduction is less for the scattered antiproton projectiles, which quickly leave the Ar ion, after the inner-shell ionization, keeping their original velocity. Coming to the discrepancy between theory and experiment at ϑ A = 90
• , it is probably caused by the underestimated cross sections of the slow ejected electrons. This really can happen because in the CTMC method the dipole interaction is neglected and in the CDW approach the cross section-because of computational factors-breaks down under 10 eV. Then the decreased cross sections reduce the peak asymmetry in the whole angular interval. At the same time the cross sections of the high-energy projectiles scattered in the forward direction (corresponding to the low-energy ejected electrons) are also underestimated, that reduces the angular dependence. The resultant of these two effects is that the peak asymmetry is underestimated only around ϑ A = 90
• . It is interesting that the CTMC-based calculations agree better with the experiments when wekeeping the scattered electron projectile-exchange the cross sections with the ones concerning the antiproton projectiles.
Finally we have to mention two computational difficulties that occurred. At first the data file containing the (d 4 σ i )/(dϑ sc dϑ ej d ϕ dE ej ) differential cross sections proved to be too large in size, but the data had rather big errors in some energy and angular regions. To avoid this trouble we used the (d 3 σ i )/(dϑ sc dϑ ej dE ej ) cross section data and used a uniform distribution for ϕ. We know that this assumption does not reflect reality, moreover the possible correlation with polar angles and energies is also lost. The error incurred was assessed in the following way: we carried through with our calculations other types of distribution for ϕ (e.g. ϕ = 180 • ). The differences of the results from the different sets of calculations probably show the magnitude of the error incurred by the above way of dealing with ϕ. It is shown that the error of the ξ average asymmetry parameter values is approximately 1% at 300 and 2 keV impact energies and approximately 8% at 500 eV. The reasons may be similar to the polar angle dependence: the v scA relative velocity must considerably depend on ϕ when the speeds of the Auger electron (v A ) and the scattered electron (v sc ) are of the same magnitude.
The second difficulty is connected with the fact that the contribution of low-energy electrons to the PCI effect is very large (because of the −1/v ej term in the equation (3)). Because of this fact we cannot neglect the contribution of integral (5) between zero and the middle of the first energy cell. We achieved this when we placed an extrapolated cross section value to zero energy. Without this completion the error of the ξ average asymmetry parameter would be unacceptably high, especially at high impact energies. In our calculations at 2 keV impact energy the neglect of the 0-25 eV interval causes a 45% error; the neglect of the 0-5 eV interval causes a 20% error. These data support the statement that the cross section data and the integration (5) close to the zero secondary electron energy must be handled with great care.
Conclusions
The Auger peak shapes for non-coincidence experiments can be described by the formulae deduced for fixed collision kinematics with considerable success, particularly when the ξ and L parameters are considered for adjustable parameters. The asymmetry parameters of the calculated peak shapes strongly depend on the projectile energy in excellent agreement with our previous experimental results at low primary energies (300 and 500 eV) but differ slightly (about 25% difference) at 2 keV. The angular dependence of the peak asymmetry is negligible close to the ionization threshold (at 300 eV) but it has a maximum at 500 eV, where the electron energies are almost the same and thereby the relative velocities strongly depend on the orientation of velocity vectors. Due to the scattered projectile the peak asymmetry is larger at larger Auger emission angle at all primary energies. This result qualitatively agrees with our experimental results that are available at 2 keV primary energy.
